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Vidyabharti Trust College of MCA,Umrakh has Organized its 2ND technical event
Anant Aarambh-2022.The Techfest aimed to bring together students from Various
BCA And BBA colleges from south Gujarat with their innovation and different ideas
they have implemented for the innovation.

INAUGURAL SESSION

Dignitaries present on the inauguration of the program were: Ms.Niranjanaben Kalarthi (Mantri swaraj Asharam Bardoli,Honored as Nari
Sakti award by President of India)(Chief guest)
 Shri Kiritbhai Patel , Secretary , Vidyabharti Trust
 Shri Ahwinbhai Patel,Co-Secretary,Vidyabharti Trust
 Shri Manharbhai Patel,Managing trustee,Vidyabharti Trust
 Shri Harsadbhai Patel,Trustee,Vidyabharti Trust
 Shri Bharatbhai Patel,Trustee,Vidyabharti Trust
 Shri Hasubhai Patel, ,Trustee,Vidyabharti Trust
 Dr.Pankaj Gandhi,Director,Vidyabharti Trust college of master in computer
application(MBA)
 Dr.Dhaval Jadhav,Associate professor and HOD MCA
 Dr.Manish Pathak,Associate professor and HOD MBA
EVENT HEAD: Prof.Priyank Patel


Prof.Pratik Chauhan

Inauguration ceremony:Inauguration ceremony was begin with the prayer after
completion of the prayer there was welcome dance was done by the Students of
MCA,The anchoring of the event was Done By Ms. Shalini Patel and Ms. Pooja
Patel student of MBA program. After completion of the Prayer dance the floral
welcome was done of dignitaries present in the event, After that the introductory
speech for Ms.Niranjanaben Kalarthi was given by the Dr.Manish Pathak, Then
the speech was given by the chief guest, The speech was given for the education of
the girls and development of the girls by giving them the proper education and
making them the self dependend.Than the speech was given by Director Dr.Pankaj
Gandhi in which he also emphasis on the importance of the girls education.
Finally, Vote of Thanks was delivered to each and every person who contributed
by Dr.Dhaval Jadhav, Associate professor and HOD (MCA) and at last, inaugural
ceremony was concluded with National Anthem.

Anant Aarambh Techfest organized this year with the objective to provide
platform for the students to showcase their talent with a competitive spirit. The event
was successful enough to attract 500 participants across the south Gujarat region for
a state level Techfest which includes all the events. Students actively participated in
all the events and presented their work. The fest executed with a total of 8 events
planned and organized at its best of quality. The list of the events organized in Anant
Aarambh:-The Stock Market, Blind Coding, Logo Designing, Business Plan, Ad
making Competition, Lan Gaming, Quiz

QUIZ COMPETITION:Quiz competition was based on the questions related to Current affairs, General
knowledge, Logical reasoning,history,business,Indian culture, world heritage and technology.80 students from
various colleges had participated the in the quiz competition. The first winner of the competition was Gamit
Samir A, The mandvi education society, Second winner was Desale Yakin Viswasrao,VTCBCR and third
winner was Shah Devyani C, VTC-MCA-MBA. The judge of the Event was Prof.Margi Shah-Assistant
professor VBTMCA-MCA,Umrakh.

 The Stock Market:The stock market game was organized to understand the
applications of theoretical knowledge of the stock market analysis. The game was held on
live stock market data where the participant s needs to generate the profit by trading the
predetermined stocks .The participants who had made the highest profit was considered as
the winner of the event. 100 students from various colleges had participated the in the quiz competition.
The first winner of the competition was Vinay Shah , VTCBCR, Second winner Laxmi
Prajapati VBTMCA-MCA,Umrakh, and third winner was Jay Patel, VTC-MCA-MBA. The
judge of the Event was Dr.Manish Pathak-Associate professor VBTMCA-MCA,Umrakh.

 The blind coding:The blind coding event was organized to learn the student regarding the coding of the programs
and implications of the program that had been done in the
coding languages. The students were
supposed to code on the black screen only and they were supposed to run the program for one time
only. 120 students from various colleges had participated the in the quiz competition. The first winner
of the competition was Rain Mahamadsadik Asinbhai, VTCBCR, Second winner was Banjara Suresh,
SS Agrawal Institute of Computer Science, Navsari and third winner was Naresh Ashok Sharma,
VTCBCR. The judge of the Event was Dr.Ronak Panchal from Cognizant and Prof.Chirag Mehta
Assistant professor of VTCBCR.



Logo designing :The logo designing event was held for the students to prepare the logo on
the predetermined theme that is being given by the evaluator. The theme was given on the spot to the
participants.35 Students from various south Gujarat colleges had participated in the event. The first
winner of the competition was Kishan Jayantibhai Dobariya, VTCBCR, Second winner was Karan
Sanjaybhai Patel, VTCBCR and third winner was Karan Jatinbhai Patel and Ohm Dipakbhai Patel,
VTCBCR. The judge of the Event was Prof.Mayank Jain Assistant professor from VBTMCA-MBA
and Prof.Amit Patel Assistant professor of VTCBCR.

 The Business Plan:The business plan event was organized to make participant s understand
regarding the preparation of the business plan when they are optong for the business.In the event
student have prepared the plan for the business idea which was going to be implicated by them.50
Students have participated in the business plan event. The first winner of the competition was Chirag
Jha and group from FYMBA-VBTMCA-MBA,Umrakh, , Second winner was Salini Patel and group
from
SYMBA-VBTMCA-MBA,Umrakh
,
The
judge
of
the
Event
was
Dr.Mohammadrafique.U.Memon professor from The Mandvi education society and Prof.Viral
Panchal Assistant professor of VTCBCR.

 Ad-making competition:In ad-making competition participants are supposed to prepare the
advertisement on the on
the spot theme given by the judges.20 Students from various south
Gujarat colleges had participated in the ad-making competition. The first winner of the competition
was Shruti Patel and group from-VTCBCR-MBA,Umrakh, , Second winner was Singh Sanjana and
Jaiswal Chelsee from FYMBA-VBTMCA-MBA,Umrakh , and third rank was Ankita from SD Jain
International college surat.The judge of the Event was Prof.Payal Joshi Assistant professor from
SNPIT-RC-Umrakh, and Dr.Payal Mahida Associate professor of VTCBCR.

 Project showcase:The event was organized where the participants had showcased their project
on which they have worked during their academics. They have shown the practical implications and
working of the project.150 Students from various colleges had participated in the event. The first
winner of the competition was Patel Dhvanil from MCA,VBTMCA-MBA,Umrakh,Second winner
was Harsora Chintan Hareshbhai from BCA,VTCBCR-,Umrakh ,the third winner was Pathan
Arshadkhan and group from BCA-VTCBCRThe judge of the Event was Prof.Chirag Shah HOD of
The Vyara College-Vyara and Mr.Pinkesh Patel Owner of Vaidek Infotech-Bardoli .

Lan Gaming:In lan gaming events the students were supposed to play the DGMI Game.It was the most
interesting event from the perspective of the Students.150 Participants from various south Gujarat colleges
had participated in the events. The first winner of the competition Chaudhari Roshan M. and group from
SNPIT,Umrakh,Second winner was Patel Om Dipilbhai and group from BCA,VTCBCR-,Umrakh ,the third
winner was Patel kelvin Dipakbhaiand group from BBA-VTCBCRThe judge of the Event was Prof.Chirag
Shah HOD of The Vyara College-Vyara and Mr.Pinkesh Patel Owner of Vaidek Infotech-Bardoli .

List of colleges participated in the tech-fest:










S.D.Jain International college.
SitarambhaI Naranbhai Patel Instiute of Information technology
Shri Naranbhai Patel college of Pharmacy.
The Mandvi Education society.
Smt. R.P. Chauhan Arts & Smt. J.K. Shah & Shri K.D. Shah Commerce College Vyara,
Vidyabharti Trust college of Business,research and computer science.
S. N. PATEL INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY & RESEARCH CENTRE , UMRAKH
Shree Narnlala College-Navsari
Shree Dhanvantary pharmacy college, Kim
S.R.Luthara college-Surat

. In this tech-fest logo designing, Lan gaming, Blind Coding, The secret house,Quiz,The stock market
analysis, The business plan, and Project showcase.55000 cash prices was distributed to the students. This
event was become successful with the support of the support if the trustees of Vidyabharti trust campus,
director of the VBTMCA-MBA,HOD of MBA and MCA Departments, Event head of the tec-fest, all the staff
members and students who had worked as volunteers in the event

